WFWO Project Facility Is Focusing on the United Nations 2030 Agenda and SDGs 17 Plan of Action Years 2021-2030
About the WFWO In Brief:
The World For World Organization (WFWO) is a non-governmental organization (NGO), based in Rome operating internationally and in special consultative status with the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC/DESA -New York USA) is the Principal Organ to Coordinate the Economic and Social Council work of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies and International Institutions.

The Italian Government and International Secretary General of United Nations Representative Organization at FAO United Nations Special Agency also recognize WFWO and it was launched on 16 October 2001, on the occasion of World Food Day of FAO, and established in 2002.

WFWO’s mandate is to increase awareness and focusing on Resource Mobilizations to develop Humanitarians projects around the world to contribute to Global Development Agenda of the United nations SDGs17th to strengthen national capacity to enhance contributions to human security and sustainable development in developing countries.

WFWO aims to contribute to the Global Action for Peoples and Planet supporting the work of the UN in a consultative role with ECOSOC and is governed by the principles contained in Council Resolution 1996/31. The Executive President is the coordinator of the United Nations NGO IRENE Western Europe of the NGO UNDESA Ney York, USA.

The WFWO has designated representatives for each main United Nations Headquarters where the major meetings are held: New York, Geneva and Vienna.

WFWO Projects Components Targets Is Focusing Towards To The UN 2030 Agenda and SDGS 17

Economic Development
- Grant/Loan
- Micro Credit
- Co-Financing
- Investment
- Technology
- transfer

Social Development
- Water
- Health
- Energy
- Education
- Food security
- Social Housing

Global Environmental Protection
- Oceans
- Atmosphere
- Biodiversity
- Desertification
- Climate change
WFWO Projects Is Focusing Towards to The 2030 Agenda and SDGS 17 To contribute Social Development with the Support of Its Partners

- PROGRAMME FOR ACCESS TO SAFE WATER AND SANITATION
- PLAN OF ACTION FOR SKILLS DEVELOPMENT AND LITERACY
- ENERGY ACCESS PROGRAMME PUTS 50% AFRICAN HOUSEHOLDS ON INTEGRATED ENERGY GRID AND SOCIAL HOUSING
- PLAN OF ACTION TO ENSURE INCREASED GLOBAL FOOD SECURITY
- ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE AND PLAN OF ACTION FOR HIV/AIDS & COMMUNICABLE DISEASE

WFWO is Working Towards to The 2030 Agenda and SDGS 17 To Contribute Economic Development with the Support of Our Financial Partners

- BETTER ACCESS FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES TO GLOBAL MARKETS
- INCREASE INVESTMENT FOR DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
- DEBT RELIEF PROGRAMME EXTENDED TO OTHER DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
- RESOURCE COMMITMENT FROM DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTITUTIONS
- TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT & TRANSFER
WFWO Projects Targets Towards to The 2030 Agenda and SDGs 17 To contribute Global Environmental Protection

SUSTAINABLE USE OF NATURAL RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT

MITIGATING GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE TO ACHIEVE TARGETS

STRENGTHENING ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE

PROTECTING HUMAN RIGHTS THROUGH WASTE AND AIR POLLUTION REDUCTION

WFWO Projects Components is Focusing to Contribute to the 2030 Agenda and SDGs 17th

POVERTY ALLEVIATION
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
HEALTH PROGRAM
EDUCATION PROGRAM
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION PROGRAM
GENDER EQUALITY PROGRAM
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
SOCIAL HOUSING/INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES/FUNDING
GRANT AND MICRO CREDIT/FUNDING FACILITIES
WFWO is focusing on the New SDGS Goals in order to contribute to UN 2030 Agenda and SDGs. We will also stimulate action over the next 15 years in 5 areas of critical importance:

People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace & Partnership.
Are The 10 KEY FACTS ABOUT THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGs) or “17 GLOBAL GOALS”

1. The Global Goals need you - It’s not only up to governments, but it’s up to all of us to take action. Even little things can make a big impact.

2. The Global Goals will change the way the world does business – They want to transform the world economy so it works without violating workers rights and harming the environment.

3. The Global Goals are one for all and all for one - No goal is more important than the other and they all complement each other.

4. The Global Goals will address climate change - Climate change is one of the most pressing issues of our time and it affects every country on every continent.

5. The Global Goals will eradicate extreme poverty – The predecessors of the Global Goals, the MDGs, have helped cut extreme poverty by half from their establishment in 2000 until today. That is a great achievement but it is not enough! The Global Goals aim to end poverty in all its forms and everywhere by 2030.

6. The Global Goals will leave no one behind – They are for young and old people, for small and big countries, for people living in rural areas and people in busy cities. They will leave no one behind.

7. The Global Goals are hands-on - They contain concrete plans on how to change the world, how to pay for it and how to make sure that everybody is on board.

8. The Global Goals are “Global” – They tackle challenges for all countries across the globe.

9. The Global Goals are the people’s goals – The goals have been developed by all the 193 UN Member States, NGOs and people like you, all working together.

10. The Global Goals are the world’s ultimate to-do list for the next 15 years - The 17 goals are for making this planet a better place by 2030 which includes ending extreme poverty, fighting inequality and fixing climate change.

We Are Focusing on Key Facts to Contribute to the 2030 Agenda and SDGs 17th
We Are Working with Support of Our Financial Partners to Contribute to Achieve the Sustainable Development Goals 17th For the “Future We Want”

GLOBAL ECONOMY
Global “equity”, balanced and stable development

GLOBAL SOCIETY
Fulfilled, creative and productive world population

GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT
Erosion of global environmental assets stabilized, biodiversity loss halted, consumption balanced with earth’s capacity to renew resources

“WFWO Is More Concerned On Our Global Deal Must Achieve”...
... peace, security and stability
... agreement on instruments to address gaps in international governance framework, and focus on capacity building for equitable global governance
... legitimate and equitable national and international governance

WFWO Is Working Closely With its Partners Towards to The 2030 Agenda and SDGS 17 To contribute Global Partnership with Governments, UN Agencies, Financial Institutions, Private Sector, NGOs, CBO

GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP
Our Partners

UN-DESA ECOSOC
UN NGO Branch
NGOs CBOs
UN-NGO IRENE
Local Communities
Multilateral Agencies Private
Government
Donors
Resource Mobilization
Private sector
Academic Research Institutions
Media Partner

WFWO Projects Facility Pipeline Approved by Our Financial Partner from 2021 - 2030


List of Projects Approved by Country in Africa-North Africa- Eastern Europe-Latina America for Years 2021 - 2030:
**WFWO Projects Facility Pipeline Approved from 2021 - 2030.**

**AFRICA**

WFWO Project Facility ID: **PF001**  
Country: **Republic of Congo RDC**  
Project Target: **Environment Forestry and Infrastructural Services Job Development**

WFWO/PF Targets:

Project Cost: **USD 560 ML**  
Project Execution Timing: **3 Years**  
Executive Implementation Agency: **WFWO /GC/ELRH Project facility**  
Financial Partner: **USA/CSC US Bonds Ref: GRDWFW-5B-2020**

**AFRICA**

WFWO Project Facility ID: **PF002**  
Country: **Republic of Senegal**  
Project Title: **Agricultural Project Services Job Development**

WFWO/PF Targets:

Project Cost as Loan/Grant: **USD 628 ML**  
Project Execution Timing: **3 Years**  
Executive Implementation Agency: **WFWO /GS/ELRH Project facility**  
Financial Partner: **CSC/USA/ US Bonds Ref: GRDWFW-5B-2020**
NORTH OF AFRICA

WFWO Project Facility ID: PF003
Country: Kingdom of Morocco
Project Title: Agricultural and Commercial Project Services Job Development to support communities.

Project Cost as Loan/Grant: USD 615 ML
Project Execution Timing: 3 Years
Executive Implementation Agency: WFWO /KM/ELRH Project facility
Financial Partner: CSC/USA/ US Bonds Ref: GRDWF-5B-2020

ESTERN EUROPE

WFWO Project Facility ID: PF004
Country: Republic of Kosovo
Project Title: Kosovo Infrastructure and Sustainable Development Project Social Housing

Project Cost as Loan/Grant: USD 1.479 B/ML
Project Execution Timing: 10 Years
Executive Implementation Agency: WFWO /GK/ELRH Project facility
Financial Partner: CSC/USA/ US Bonds Ref: GRDWF-5B-2020
LATINA AMERICA

WFWO Project Facility ID: **PF005**
Country: **Republic of Brazil**
Project Title: **Social Housing and Infrastructural Services to Sustainable Development Jobs and Communities City Military**

**WFWO/PF Targets:**

Project Cost as Loan/Grant: **USD 1 B USD**
Project Execution Timing: **9 Years**
Executive Implementation Agency: **WFWO /GB/DEISTA Project facility**
Financial Partner: **CSC/USA/ US Bonds Ref: GRDWFW-5B-2020**

---

LATINA AMERICA

WFWO Project Facility ID: **PF006**
Country: **Republic of Ecuador**
Project Title: **Social Housing and Infrastructural Services to Sustainable Development and Jobs for Communities**

**WFWO/PF Targets:**

Project Cost as Loan/Grant: **Euro 460 ML**
Project Execution Timing: **7 Years**
Executive Implementation Agency: **WFWO /GE/SHH Project facility**
Financial Partner: **CSC/USA/ US Bonds Ref: GRDWFW-5B-2020**
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Where Do We Operate?

Action is needed in order to achieve our common objectives

The achievement of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and the Sustainable Development Goals will require all hands on deck.

It will require different sectors and actors working together in an integrated manner by pooling financial resources, knowledge and expertise.

In our new development era with 17 intertwined Sustainable Development Goals and 169 associated targets as a blueprint for achieving the sustainable Future We Want, cross sectorial and innovative multi-stakeholder partnerships will play a crucial role for getting us to where we need by the year 2030.
World For World Organization (WFWO) Executive Secretariat and Operations Programs:
For Further information you may needs please contact the Executive Secretariat or Resource
Mobilizations Team Task Force:

Rome - Via di Peitra, 70, Rome-00186 (Italy)
Tel: +39 06 573 050 53

Barcelona - Project Facility – WFWO-SHH -Balmes, 226, 2nd floor
08006 Barcelona (Spain)
Tel: +34 931 720 644 - Tel: + 34 600 055 241

Geneva - WFWO Permanente representative at United Nations Office
in Geneva
Tel: +41 22 544 437 4

E-mail: info@worldforworld.org - Website: www.worldforworld.org